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Risk Management

A Differential Diagnosis

FOCUS ON

MDE 

THE “MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
ENVIRONMENT”
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Mad Scientists & Guassian
 

Monsters

•
 

The role of Model 
Development 
Environments (MDE) 
for Financial Predictive 
Analytics is crucial; the 
question is how to staff 
them and how to make 
them functional (not 
dysfunctional as they 
have been). 

•
 

Technology for Model 
Development is 
advancing in the fast 
lane, particularly 
through 
R+REvolution

 Computing
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Do we really know what we claim to know?

The role of the MDE

...... is in validation and in exposition with the 
(Banking) Supervisor -

 
not only does the institution 

“know”
 

what it needs to know but perhaps even 
more crucially these days, it can prove that it knows 
that it knows .......

the risks it is facing .....
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Risk Management
•

 
The point of risk management is that it is 
essentially idiosyncratic but you have to 
understand it to see that. Idiosyncrasy is 
not just an inevitable by-product of 
differentiation; it is the essential driver of 
business value in the financial services 
brand. It is that very idiosyncrasy 
(deviation from the norm, uniqueness) 
which the supervisor and regulator are 
trying to capture when he is monitoring 
the financial institution. They (the 
supervisor & regulator) are trying to 
regulate your uniqueness away and you 
are trying to innovate yourself beyond 
them; there is a time lag of indeterminate 
length during which you can cash-in 
super normal profits until the regulator 
(and the rest of the market) catches up 
with your latest innovation.

•
 

That is the clean cool 
cycle of innovation in a 
free market, it doesn’t 
have to be ‘perfect’

 
like 

the models assume, it just 
has to be unencumbered 
to use Smith’s FPPF

 

phrase by 
moral delinquents and 
conscious predatory 
behavior. 
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The MDE is the “Differential Diagnosis”
 

Unit
 

FPPF

 

n iU

That is what it’s there for,

the last place the most difficult patient gets taken to;
Or where the new discovery is made. 

•
 

Once a quantity/ (an analytic) becomes a standard there 
is no need to continually re-investigate whether it’s the 
optimal one or not ..... there is no need to use 
quantitative analytics in some game ..
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Market (& quantitative failure)
•

 
Neither Europe nor the US can meet the ‘demand for money’

 
of society 

without a wholesale credit market which channels savings directly from 
surplus institutions to credit (banking) institutions and leaves

 
the equity 

market to do its job with risk capital. 

•
 

What the ebb tide of the crisis has revealed is that the banking
 

system 
simply does not have the “Balance Sheet Width”, to supply credit if it 
cannot somehow channel its Mortgage Lending off balance sheet.

•
 

It makes perfect sense to channel Mortgage Lending into a market; there 
is an underlying homogeneous product in the end.

“GIMME SHELTER”
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In Banking today
 World-wide

 The Issue of Today is

MORTGAGES

HOUSING
“the root of all bad”
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BANKING = INTERMEDIATION
THE BIG DATA SUPPLY CHAIN

• KEYNES’ LIQUIDITY SPECTRUM

 EXCHANGES
 RATING AGENCIES
 INSTITUTIONS (BANKS)
 GOVERNMENTS
 PEOPLE
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Where were the data gaps?


 

“Shadow banking system”
–

 
Maturity transformation and credit-

 risk-taking off the balance sheets of 
banks



 

How to close the data gaps?
–

 
Improve statistics

 
on intermediation 

outside the banking system
•

 
Shadow banking system

•
 

Securitization
•

 
Hedge funds
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RIGHT NOW:
 

The Real world Business challenge:
 (without fixing Risk / Transparency)



 

The Bank’s storage scale is 
measured in petabytes. 



 

Storage capacity is leased from 
multiple vendors to introduce 
competition and reduce capital 
costs. 



 

However, technology turns and 
leases end –

 
meaning new storage 

must be leased and data must be 
migrated. 



 

The disruptive nature of 
migrating data between 
traditional arrays often resulted 
in the Bank having to extend 
leases month-to-month incurring 
significant cost.



 

The Insurer’s storage scale is 
measured in petabytes.



 

Scale had made the job of 
maintaining visibility into the 
utilization and effective operation of 
the storage infrastructure a near 
impossibility. Traditional, manual 
management processes were not 
scaling. 



 

The Insurer wasn’t getting 
optimal use out of its significant 
capital investment in storage 
infrastructure.
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Economic Downturns Affect Budgets
 But Not Data Growth



 

The key question for our clients…



 

What happens when exponential data growth requirements run 
into the reality of my budget?

–
 

Scale –
 

Our clients can’t afford to scale the infrastructure the way 
they always have. 



 

They must reduce the marginal cost/effort of adding capacity.

–
 

Operational Complexity –
 

Our clients must be able to manage the 
infrastructure with minimal, or maybe even negative, resource 
growth.



 

There are some fundamental technical problems that need to be 
solved in order for clients to affordably manage data growth
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Despair


 

The Business has given up 
on IT



 

IT has given up completely!


 

Quantitative Analysts cannot 
articulate requirements to 
enterprise IT



 

& even if they could the IT 
analysts do not have a 
reference framework to 
comprehend it!

•
 

THE ISSUES

•
 

ANALYTICAL, 
PREDICTIVE, 
VALUATION 
–

 
OVER A TIME 
HORIZON

•
 

TRANSPARENT, 
MARKED 
TRANSACTIONS
–

 
“EXCHANGE 
TRADED”.
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What More Data do we Need?


 

Information management across the 
banking industry demands enhancement 
–

 
this is a public or social requirement



 

Failure to make Financial Data easily 
available to third parties (supervisors, 
markets), is an indication poor risk control



 

If loan information had been more 
transparent and better managed across 
the banking system, alarms would have 
turned on at an earlier stage of the 
bubble



 

Lack of Transparency, Embellished 
Obfuscation is what allows the headroom 
for moral delinquents and conscious 
predatory behaviour. 



 

The Central Banks 
and Commercial 
Banks are already 
by-passing the 
Ratings Agencies; 
using internal (ad-

 hoc) quantitative 
models
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Calls for an International financial data utility



 

US -
 

NSF


 

Europe

The ECB proposal

•
 

A complete data template, 
to homogenise content 
and terminology across 
EU jurisdictions.

•
 

Required disclosure (for ABS ECB 
discount) at loan by loan level during the 
life of the ABS to all investors. How to 
implement this disclosure remains open.



 

TOTAL 
MARKET 
FAILURE IF A 
STATE RUN 
UTILITY TAKES 
RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR FINANCIAL 
DATA 
MANAGEMENT
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What is the Data structure?
 Traded Mortgage Products



 

LTV


 

Property Location: Nation/State/City


 

Term to Maturity


 

Interest Rate (Margin above Base)


 

Income Coverage Ratio


 

Level of Capital Enhancement in Consolidated Vehicle


 

Assumption on GNP growth


 

Assumption on Unemployment


 

Term Structure or Yield Curve
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What Kind of Quantitative Analytics Do We Need?



 

Transparent


 

Comprehensible


 

On Demand


 

Replicable


 

Meaningful


 

Robust


 

Common Standards



 
The Social 
Role of the 
Quantitative 
Analyst in 
Finance Going 
Forward
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The Inevitable Direction of Travel
•

 
Where an analytic is perceived to 
be key to the transparency of a 
financial institution, then that 
analytic should be publicly 
specified and agreed between all 
authoritative stakeholders. That 
would allow the software 
engineering industry and its 
banking and financial customers 
to understand what numbers 
simply need to be on-demand and 
what other numbers are less 
specifiable and thus open to 
debate. 


 

Exchange 
Traded 
Everything
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The Future
•

 
A wholesale credit market will 
never again look like it used to do. 
It will require to have personnel 
with at least one eye on their 
stewardship role to manage it and 
the manifestation of that 
stewardship, the ‘disclosure’

 
of 

Stress Testing engines which 
compute forward looking 
‘economic’

 
quantities of risk will 

be fundamental in a ‘disclose 
everything’

 
/ trade anywhere 

future.  In Europe, if they ever get 
it together, it will probably be 
along the lines of the Exchange 
Traded approach. By definition, 
Transparent as a result of 
Standards.


 

Exchange 
Traded 
Everything
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Is Financial Quantitative Analysis
 a real Externality or can we get it done?

•
 

Banking Transparency is a genuinely scary very 
large scale complex data set management problem 
of our time. It could be strongly argued that there is 
an overwhelming political need to get it done, both 
in the US and Europe. The question is; “is it a social 
externality”

 
i.e. is it such a challenge that it is 

‘beyond’
 

the private sector market system to solve 
and is it such an important social need that the state 
in both the US and Europe is required to step in and 
support the development of demonstrably 
transparent data management in Banking and 
Financial Services more widely?



•
 

REVIEW 
TEAM
–

 
Prof. Bill 
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–
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–
 

Saptarshi
 Guha
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